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What is purpose?
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Connecting people through food they love.

Refresh the world. Make a difference.

To help build a better world, where every person is 
free to move and pursue their dreams.

Creating better days and a place at the table for 
everyone through our trusted food brands.

To deliver breakthroughs that change patients’ lives

Connecting people. Uniting the world.



Corporate evolution
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CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) inititiatives

Run the business for profit Engage in social responsibility initiatives

ESG (Environmental, Social, and Governance) initiatives

Run the business for profit Follow socially desirable agenda on environment, 
diversity, equity and inclusion and good governance

Purpose-driven organization

Profits are a consequence of achieving your purpose Run the business for a purpose that benefits society. ESG 
activities are the normal way of working.
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Adapted from Prof. K. Palepu @ Harvard Business School



The virtuous purpose cycle
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Company 
purpose

Purpose-driven 
business model

Engaged 
employees

Satisfied 
customers

Sustainable 
financial results

Adapted from Prof. K. Palepu @ Harvard Business School



The virtuous cycle
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Company 
purpose

Purpose-
driven 

business 
model

“The heart of business is the idea of pursuing a noble 
purpose, putting people at the center, creating the 
environment where you can release that human magic, 
embrace all stakeholders, and treat profit as an outcome.”

From The Heart of Business by H. Jolie



The virtuous cycle
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Engaged 
employees

The Cone Communications Millennial Employee Study found 
that 64% of Millennials won’t take a job if their employee 
doesn’t have a strong CSR policy

A recent McKinsey survey on employee resignation and 
recruitment found that “Lack of meaningful work” was the 
number 4 reason for leaving a job and the number 5 reason for 
deciding to join.



The virtuous cycle
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Satisfied 
customers

The Cone/Porter Novelli survey found that 66% would switch from a product they typically buy, to a new 
product from a Purpose-driven company. This figure goes up to 91% when Millennials (born 1980–1994) 
are polled.

According to the Edelman Earned Brand study, 50% of consumers across 14 major markets, including the 
U.S., China, India, Mexico, U.K., The Netherlands, Germany, Brazil, Japan and more, are belief-driven
buyers, and they skew younger, with higher percentages among Millennials (60%) and Gen-Z (53%).

Nielsen found that 2 in 3 consumers will pay more for products and services from brands that are 
committed to making a positive social impact.

Deloitte’s Retail Trends 2020 report, which outlines the top six retail trends for the coming year, found 
that an “authentic purpose is now as important as digital to the next generation of customers.”



The virtuous cycle
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In today’s globally interconnected world, a company must create value for and be valued by its full range 
of stakeholders in order to deliver long-term value for its shareholders.

It’s never been more essential for CEOs to have a consistent voice, a clear purpose, a coherent strategy, 
and a long-term view. Your company’s purpose is its north star in this tumultuous environment. 

Putting your company’s purpose at the foundation of your relationships with your stakeholders is critical 
to long-term success. Employees need to understand and connect with your purpose; and when they do, 
they can be your staunchest advocates. Customers want to see and hear what you stand for as they 
increasingly look to do business with companies that share their values.

Sustainable 
financial 
results

Larry Fink’s 2022 Letter to CEOs - quotes



“How can we call 
ourselves successful 
in a world that fails?”

Feike Sijbesma
CEO of Royal DSM (2007-2020)
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More than a century of successful transformation
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Coal mining (Petro)chemicals Nutrition, Health 
& Sustainable Living

2022

1902

Health, Nutrition, 
& Bioscience
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Transformation through acquistions and partnetships

DSM becomes 
founding 
partner of 
Planet B.io

DSM acquires 
Glycom, CSK, 

and 
Erber Group’s 
Biomin and 
Romer labs 

DSM invests 
in TU Delft’s
AI4B.io lab

Nederlandsche 
Gist- & 

Spiritusfabriek 
founded

Hoffmann-
La Roche 
founded

201019021869 1998 2018 2020201119681896 2003 20212019

DSM 
established

Nederlandsche 
Gist- & Spiritusfabriek 

becomes 
Gist-Brocades

DSM 
acquires 

Gist-
Brocades

DSM 
acquires 

Microbia(USA)

DSM acquires 
Roche’s Vitamins 

and Fine 
Chemicals division

Veramaris® 
established

DSM acquires 
Martek (USA)

Avansya
established,

DSM acquires 
Nenter 

and 
Pectner

Olatein
established

2012

DSM acquires 
Fortitech premixes  

and Ocean 
Nutrition

2013

DSM acquires 
Tortuga

2015

DSM 
acquires 

Aland 

DSM 
acquires 
Midori, 

Vestkorn 
and 

First Choice



Africa: 
73 employees

Today’s global leader in 
Health, Nutrition & Biosciences

13 * Based on continuing operations, full year 2021

Rest of Europe 
(28%)

North America 
(21%)

Latin America
(13%)

China 
(13%)

Rest of Asia
(16%)

Rest of the world 
(3%)

The Netherlands 
(4%) Switzerland 

(2%)

Dietary Supplements 
(12%)

Food & Beverage Solutions 
(12%)

Automotive/
transport 

(7%)

Electrical/
electronics 

(5%)

Early Life Nutrition 
(5%)

Medical Pharma
(6%)

Animal Nutrition 
(36%)

Personal Care 
(5%)

Other
(12%)

Net Sales*

€9bn+
Net Sales*
by region

Materials



DSM solutions already reach more than 2.5 billion people

Our purpose is to create 
brighter lives for all 
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Accelerating our purpose-led, performance-driven journey
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Global food systems
face multiple urgent 
environmental and 
societal challenges

DSM has the 
capability and the 

responsibility
to make a 

meaningful impact

DSM is fully focusing 
its resources on

Health, Nutrition & 
Bioscience

Addressing these 
challenges offers

exciting new market 
opportunities for DSM



Multiple interconnected challenges to global food systems
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Emissions, incl. green 
house gasses (e.g. 
methane), nitrogen, 
ammonia and phosphorus 

Food loss & waste

Loss of biodiversity, 
deforestation, land and 
ocean ecosystem loss

CH4

N2O

NH3

PO4Diet-related illnesses, 
non-communicable 
disease, obesity

Vitamin and mineral 
deficiencies

Immunity incl. anti-
microbial resistance

(Hidden) Hunger and
malnutrition

Inequality

Farmers unable to 
generate a fair and stable 
income in the value chain

Lacking basic needs such 
as food, healthcare and 
education

Health for People Health for Planet Healthy Livelihoods



Food systems commitments
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Healthy livelihoods – Africa improved foods
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Reducing methane emissions - BOVAER®
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• An estimated 14.5% of all human-caused greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions come from livestock, with nearly 65% of this figure 
originating from dairy and beef cattle.

• We have developed a feed supplement which has shown the 
ability to consistently reduce enteric methane in cattle by  
more than 30%.

• Granted EU marketing approval in February 2022
• Announced strategic alliance with Elanco for US in April 2022



• Veramaris – joint venture between DSM and Evonik
• Manufacturing of algal Omega-3 by fermentation
• Large-scale facility constructed in Blair, NE
• Can replace fish oil in feed for aquaculture

Omega-3 from natural marine algae
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Final words
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